
Discover best-in-class audio conferencing service that allows you 
to have more natural and productive meetings with colleagues, 
customers and suppliers.

Sounds and feels like  
a face-to-face meeting.
With CommuniCloud MeetMe with Dolby Voice, your 
meeting attendees truly feel as if they’re in the same 
room — whether they’re working from home, the office or 
on the move. This means you can engage more naturally 
in a dynamic conversation that helps you speed up the 
decision-making process. To do this, CommuniCloud 
MeetMe with Dolby Voice gives you:

•	 High-quality sound: combining high-defnition audio 
with background noise reduction and audio levelling 
for each participant

•	 Voice separation: participant voices appear to come 
from different directions ( just like being around the 
meeting room table).

Make every meeting easier.
•	 Workshops or planning sessions where you need 

active participation from everyone involved (and not 
just listening).

•	 Executive meetings where you need a fully engaged 
audience making the right decisions.

•	 Project management with a broad range of individuals 
working together to approach a problem from 
different perspectives.

More natural, more effective.
Using CommuniCloud MeetMe with Dolby Voice, your 
meetings become easier and more productive.

•	 Understand who’s talking, and what they’re saying — so 
more time can be spent focusing on the things that matter.

•	 Identify when other people are trying to join the 
conversation or break in, so everyone can participate 
more easily.

•	 Understand what’s said even if more than one person 
talks at the same time, so the conversation can  flow 
naturally.

•	 Run meetings with global teams when English may 
not be everyone’s  first language and accents cause 
confusion.

The complete solution.
Wherever you join from, your meetings maintain a natural  
flow of conversation that makes each conference as good 
as being there in person. Your participants can connect via:

•	 The internet, giving them high-quality sound and voice 
separation

•	 Traditional  fixed or mobile phone lines, using local 
dial-in numbers for over 50 countries

•	 The innovative Dolby® Conference Phone, which 
connects you to a meeting room — giving you high 
quality sound and voice separation, while improving 
audio quality in the room itself.

User feedback

The stereo (voice separation) 
solution is great, much better
than normal calls.

The overall experience of the 
audio call was excellent. A+.
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The complete solution
Connecting via the internet (VoIP) enables High Quality 
Sound and Voice Separation.

Standard audio is enabled when you connect over 
traditional fixed line telephone/mobile phone (PSTN) with 
local dial-in numbers for over 50 countries.

The innovative Dolby® Conference Phone allows users to 
connect to a meeting room remotely to experience high 
quality sound and voice separation from all participants 
in the room, as well as improving the audio quality in the 
room itself.

So, wherever you are joining from, your meetings 
maintain the natural flow of conversation that makes 
audio conferences as good as being there..

Why CommuniCloud?
•	 Our services are delivered 100% of the time by 

CommuniCloud agents, focused on the end user. 

•	 We are completely vendor agnostic – we are 
motivated to design solutions that will work best for 
your environment. We will not push one technology or 
partner, instead we will work with you to evaluate what 
tools will suit your needs, now, and into the future.

•	 CommuniCloud manages all aspects of your 
collaboration technology with dedicated resources. 
Providing a single point of accountability that avoids 
inefficient vendor management and a lack of 
accountability.
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Join via the internet for Dolby Voice audio quality

Join via PSTN

In the office 
MAC & PC

On the move
iOS & Android app

PSTN traditional / mobile 
phone

In the meeting room
Dolby® Conference Phone


